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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This publication is not a do-it-yourself guide to resolving employment disputes or handling
employment litigation, and is NOT a substitute for experienced legal counsel. This guide does not
provide legal advice or attempt to address the numerous factual issues that may arise in any
employment-related dispute.
If you are anticipating any employment-related disputes then we STRONGLY encourage you to
seek legal counsel as soon as possible.
Being said, the TimeMD system can help you comply with various federal and state wage and hour
laws. However, proper compliance with federal wage and hour laws requires that you understand
the relevant laws, enter appropriate data into the software, properly configure the software, and
test it for accuracy. You are responsible for these activities in order to achieve compliance with
wage and hour laws.
As specified in the license agreement, TimeMD.com MAKES NO WARRANTY WITH RESPECT
TO THE APPLICATION SOFTWARE OR TIMEMD SOFTWARE’S PERFORMANCE OF
SERVICES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND TIMEMD.COM HEREBY DISCLAIMS THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. In no
event shall TimeMD.com be liable for any loss of profits, loss of use, interruption of business or
indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages of any kind in connection with or arising out of
the furnishing, performance or use of the Application Software or services acquired from
TimeMD.com, whether alleged as a breach of contract or tortious conduct, including negligence.
TimeMD.com’s liability hereunder for damages shall not, in any event, exceed the amounts paid by
the Customer to TimeMD.com for software or services as to which the claim arose.
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Overview of Time Tracking Automation
Time and attendance software is designed to automate the manual process of using
time sheets to record time and attendance information.
However to understand what areas/steps are automated and their effect, it’s first
necessary to understand what’s involved in using a manual time sheet process. The
following describes a typical time sheet process using a manual method.
Steps

Description

Data Collection
Error Risk Factor: Very High

Employee either records a punch on a wall clock or fills out a
time sheet. This information can include any of the following:
- Start and end time or total time worked
- Department or job worked
- Day off hours
- Holiday worked hours.

Time Sheet Collection
Error Risk Factor: Medium

The time sheet is handed or delivered to the person who
approves and calculates the hours recorded on the time sheet.

Calculation
Error Risk Factor: Very High

The following calculations are typically made based on the
data recorded in the time sheet:
- Regular hours worked
- Overtime hours worked
- Double-time hours worked
- Holiday Hours worked/not worked
- Paid Time Off (vacation, sick, etc)
- Evening and night shift differential hours
- Total hours worked for the week

Time Sheet Approval
Error Risk Factor: Low

The supervisor or manager marks their approval.

Time Sheet Submission
Error Risk Factor: Medium

The time sheets are sent to the payroll/HR department for
compensation and long term archival of time sheet record.

Data Entry
Error Risk Factor: Very High

The information and totals from the time sheet are keyed into
the payroll system for compensation.
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Due to the high number of steps which require manual intervention or data
calculation, it’s no surprise the high degree of errors that can be introduced during
this process.
According to the American Payroll Association, some companies who still use a time
collection process similar to what’s been outlined above, have an error factor rate
between 1-8%. That means if your total payroll cost for the year was $500,000, you
should expect to pay as much as $20,000 of that amount towards human based
errors that could have been easily avoided.
By simply adopting an automated time and attendance process, you could eliminate
that error factor rate and increase your bottom line by as much as 8% annually.
Here is a brief description of how each step above is handled using the TimeMD
system:
Steps

Description

Data Collection
Error Risk Factor: Low

Employee records time data at an electric time clock or enters
information online. This information can include any of the
following:
- Start and end time or total time worked
- Department or job worked
- Day off hours
- Holiday worked hours.
Since data is entered from the source and in real-time, you
have good data entered from the very beginning.

Time Sheet Collection
Error Risk Factor: None

Since all data is stored digitally in a central location, there is no
need to collect data. Managers can review punches in realtime and inform employees as needed to record any missing
punches. Data is then made available to all involved on
demand and in real-time.
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Steps

Description

Calculation
Error Risk Factor: None

Calculations are preformed automatically as they are entered.
The following information is typically computed:
- Regular hours
- Overtime hours
- Double-time hours
- Holiday Hours worked/not worked
- Paid Time Off (vacation, sick, etc)
- Evening and night shift differential hours
- Total hours for the week
- Gross pay
Since data is calculated automatically, you remove any human
error factors.

Time Sheet Approval
Error Risk Factor: None

The supervisor or manager approves the time sheet data by
electronically signing it. No need to manually pass time sheets
around.

Time Sheet Submission
Error Risk Factor: None

The time sheet data is automatically and instantaneously made
available to the payroll/HR department. No need to wait for
time sheets to arrive.

Data Entry
Error Risk Factor: None

No data entry is necessary since the information has already
been entered and calculated. Time sheet information is then
stored permanently and securely for long term storage.

Summary
Using time and attendance software automates the entire process of collecting and
calculating time and attendance information. As outlined above, this eliminates many
manual and time consuming steps.
As a result, the return on investment you’ll receive by implementing an automated
solution can be substantial.
For more information on the return possible, please contact us at www.timemd.com
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